The Flame is a music lover’s amplifier and is most at home as part of a stand-alone stereo system. Its design is based upon nearly 20 years of our expertise in analogue audio engineering and it delivers all of the musical performance the artist intended. Subtle nuances and large dynamics are both rendered faithfully from uncompressed analogue sources. The 25 Watt in A-class per channel of the Flame provides full-bodied musical reproduction that you will appreciate for a long, long time. The result a completely modern amplifier dedicated to the timeless quest for musical enjoyment.

Technical specifications:

- **Power stage (1ch):** 2 x 6CA7-EL34
- **Driver (1ch):** 12AU7-ECC82
- **Input stage (1ch):** NJM2114L Op-Amp
- **Configuration:** Push-Pull pentode configuration
- **Power output:** 25W RMS/6 ohm A-Class
- **Frequency response:** 20Hz to 20KHz +/-0.5dB
- **Signal/Noise ratio:** >90dB, A weighted

Controls:

- **Front:** Input switch selector, volume, IR receiver, Led.
- **Rear:** On-Off switch, male power sck, RCA gold plated connectors, binding posts, protection fuses.

Inputs:

- 4 Input line level; Cd player, Tuner, Video, AUX.

Outputs:

- Tape out

Power consumption:

- 200W Max

Finish:

- Ecologically sensitive lacquer

Dimensions: (w,d,h)

- 320x220x120mm

Weight:

- 10.0 Kg

**REMOTE CONTROL:**

- **Transmitt:** RC5 Infrared code
- **Function:** Mute, Volume
- **Battery:** 2 x 1.5V AAA
- **Power consumption:** 20mW Max
- **Finish:** Plastic grey/black
- **Dimensions: (w,d,h)**
  - 45x160x25 mm
- **Weight:** 150 gr. (Battery included)
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